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The Hideaway, Priory Bay, Seaview, PO34 5BU



Directions to 
The Hideaway, Priory Bay Seaview, Isle of Wight, PO34 5BU 

USING SAT NAV:  
Use the postcode for The Coach House, Priory Drive, Seaview, Isle of Wight, PO34 5BU  

Travelling on Red Funnel’s Southampton to East Cowes Service: From East Cowes follow 
the A3021 towards Newport and then join the A3054 towards Ryde. From Ryde continue on 
the B3330 signed for Nettlestone and Seaview, and proceed until you reach Nettlestone. 
Turn left onto Caws Avenue, take the almost immediate first right onto Priory Drive, 
proceed along Priory Drive and look straight ahead for a narrower single passing road which 
is the continuation of Priory Drive (the road otherwise takes a natural turn left into Gully 
Road, which you don’t want). Continue along Priory Drive until you come to a junction of 
Priory Road, ahead of you is the pillar gates to Priory Bay Hotel and you will see a sign on 
the left pillar that says ‘Access to 1 & 2 Cluniac Cottage’, drive on straight through.  To reach 
The Hideaway follow along the drive and bear to the left (passing the entrance to the Priory 
Bay Hotel Reception), follow the drive down and round to the right.  You will see a signpost 
for The Hideaway.  Carefully follow down the track.  The Hideaway is at the bottom of the 
track on the right.  You can park just in front of the yurt, leaving the turning area free for 
guests of Caribbean Corner.   

Travelling on Wightlink’s Portsmouth to Fishbourne Service: From Fishbourne, exit the 
terminal and follow the A3054 towards Ryde. From Ryde continue on the B3330 signed for 
Nettlestone & Seaview proceed until you reach Nettlestone. Turn left onto Caws Avenue, 
take the almost immediate first right onto Priory Drive, and proceed along Priory Drive 
looking straight ahead for a narrower single passing road, which is the continuation of Priory 
Drive (the road otherwise takes a natural turn left into Gully Road, which you don’t want). 
Continue along Priory Drive until you come to a junction of Priory Road. Ahead of you are 
the pillar gates to Priory Bay Hotel and you will see a sign on the left pillar that says ‘Access 
to 1 & 2 Cluniac Cottages’. Drive on straight through.  To reach The Hideaway follow along 
the drive and bear to the left (passing the entrance to the Priory Bay Hotel Reception), 
follow the drive down and round to the right.  You will see a signpost for The Hideaway.  
Carefully follow down the track.  The Hideaway is at the bottom of the track on the right.  
You can park just in front of the yurt, leaving the turning area free for guests of Caribbean 
Corner.   

Travelling on Wightlink’s Lymington to Yarmouth Service: From Yarmouth, after leaving the 
Ferry Proceed left out of the terminal onto the A3054 towards Newport. Once you reach 
Newport continue along the A3054 and follow the signs into Ryde. From Ryde continue on 
the B3330 signed for Nettlestone and Seaview.  Proceed until you reach Nettlestone, turn 
left onto Caws Avenue, take the almost immediate first right onto Priory Drive, and proceed 
along Priory Drive, looking straight ahead for a narrower single passing road, which is the 
continuation of Priory Drive (the road otherwise takes a natural turn left into Gully Road, 
which you don’t want). Continue along Priory Drive until you come to a junction of Priory 
Road, ahead of you are the pillar gates to Priory Bay Hotel and you will see a sign on the left 
pillar that says ‘Access to 1 & 2 Cluniac Cottage’.  Drive on straight through.  To reach The 
Hideaway follow along the drive and bear to the left (passing the entrance to the Priory Bay 
Hotel Reception), follow the drive down and round to the right.  You will see a signpost for 
The Hideaway.  Carefully follow down the track.  The Hideaway is at the bottom of the track 
on the right.  You can park just in front of the yurt, leaving the turning area free for guests of 
Caribbean Corner.   


